PREMIUM RESIDENTIAL
SCREEN SOLUTIONS

DT SCREENS – OUR STORY

Display Technologies Screens fuse the highest technical specification and
performance with the greatest ease of install on the market.
DT Screens provide a comprehensive range of solutions offering total flexibility in
size and aspect ratio. The combination of meticulous design, premium components
and bespoke manufacturing allows DT Screens to deliver on our promise of
performance and ease of use.
DT Screens are already a feature component of some of the highest performance
home cinemas. Choose DT Screens to maximise the performance of your chosen
projector for years to come.
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Contempo:- Following or showing the latest style

DT Screens Contempo range is a modern
take on fixed frame projection screens.
With a 2mm bezel and at just 32mm deep,
Contempo delivers a minimalist style that
fits into all design schemes.
The clean edges and front mount fabric
system mean that Contempo is equally at

home mounted on wall or fitted into a tight
recess.
Contempo is available with all DT Screens
surfaces and can be specified in any size or
aspect ratio up to 5.1m wide.
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Frontier:- The limit of knowledge or the most advanced achievement in a particular field

DT Screens Frontier range updates the
classic velvet border fixed frame projection
screen with a flatter 69mm bezel featuring
gently radiused edges and at just 36mm
deep, Frontier delivers a classic style that
fits in to all design schemes.
The beautiful dark velvet frame and front

mount fabric system mean that Frontier is
equally at home mounted on wall or fitted
in to a recess.
Frontier is available with all DT Screens
surfaces and can be specified in any size or
aspect ratio up to 5.1m wide.
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Frontier – modern velvet frame
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Dynamic:- Of or relating to force related to motion.
DT Screens Dynamic range is the premier
example of motorised masking projection
screen design. With a unique 200mm
two-part bezel design and starting at
just 100mm deep, Dynamic delivers an
unbeatable combination of visual style and
performance masking that will grace any
home cinema.
The beautiful dark velvet frame and front
mount fabric system mean that Dynamic is

easily mounted and aligned on wall and can
be easily fitted tight to walls and ceilings to
maximise the big screen experience.
Dynamic models are available with side
by side, top and bottom, four way and art
work masking. Dynamic is available with all
DT Screens surfaces and can be specified
in any size or aspect ratio up to 5.1m wide
as standard. Larger sizes are available
pending site survey.

D ynamic

Dynamic – multiway masking
screen

Screen Fabric
AT Reference
Acoustically Transparent Reference is the finest acoustically transparent screen surface on the market. AT Ref
delivers crisp vibrant images with minimal impact on sound transfer. Available on screen heights up to 1.9m.
Surface structure indistinguishable from approximately 0.5m. Detailed analysis of audio and video parameters
can be found at www.dt-screens.com

AT XL
Acoustically Transparent XL is a high performance acoustically transparent screen surface available in very
large sizes. AT XL delivers sharp bright images with minimal impact on sound transfer. Available on screen
heights up to 4.5m.
Surface structure indistinguishable from approximately 2.0m. Detailed analysis of audio and video parameters
can be found at www.dt-screens.com

AT Mask
Acoustically Transparent Mask is a lightweight semi plush fabric which is used for contrast enhancing black
backing on all ranges and as screen masking on the Dynamic range. The deep black and light absorbing finish
enhance video performance with negligible impact on sound transfer.
Detailed analysis of audio and video parameters can be found at www.dt-screens.com

Motor control
FMSC
Flexible Masking System Control from DT Screens is an advanced and scalable control solution used on all
models in the Dynamic range.
The system supports multiple motors, numerous preset mask locations and simple adjustment. FMSC is
supplied with RS232 interface as standard which can be easily extended to IR, IP or even WiFi.
Full details of the FMSC can be found at www.dt-screens.com
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